Brilliant lighting solutions

Smart lighting just got brighter
Want to change the mood in an instant? Use light to create contrast, focus and depth. While trends
in design and décor are ever-evolving, lighting will always play a critical part in creating an inspiring
and beautiful room—not to mention, a safe and comfortable environment. Whether you’re in a home
or in a business, ambiance makes all the difference in the world.
With Control4® smart lighting solutions, you’ll have the freedom, flexibility and convenience to
change a mood or create a different ambiance in one touch—or even automatically. Impress your
guests with a single button that dims the lights, ignites the fireplace and turns on the music. Activate
a “goodnight” mode, right from your nightstand, that turns off 25 lights throughout the house—
without ever getting out of bed. Increase the safety of your business and ensure the security of your
family by leveraging timers and motion sensors that turn lights on and off automatically, all year
long, even adjusting to the season. That’s right—just set it once, and you’re covered all year long.
Welcome to a world of bright new possibilities, thanks to Control4 smart lighting solutions. Working
with an authorized Control4® dealer, you’ll achieve the seemingly impossible quicker than you can
imagine. Better still, you’ll find it effortless to make changes and adjustments yourself, even after the
project is completed. So that means you can keep those brilliant ideas coming, day after day, year
after year, from sunrise to sunset.

With Control4, lighting is just one part of a larger
picture of home automation that includes everything
from whole-home audio to one-touch entertainment,
climate control, security, and so much more.

Brilliant kitchen confidence
Widely considered the most important room in the house, the kitchen can be an entertainment
center, dining room and the family’s social hub, all in one. The goal is to make this room
simultaneously warm and inviting, yet still functional and efficient.

An elegant keypad replaces an unsightly bank of light switches to provide easy one-touch control
of activity-based scenes. “Cooking,” for example, turns on lighting underneath the overhead
cabinets and over the island to make food prep easy. A “Dining” button activates ambient, dimmed
lighting from flush mounted-ceiling fixtures, and triggers the island and track lighting for a perfect
entertaining atmosphere every time. Plus, it’s easy to control music or turn the whole room off with
one touch.

FPO
With Custom Button Engraving, everyone will know what each button
does. Plus, built-in sensors change the button brightness depending
on the lighting of the room, so they’re always perfectly lit.
Control4® Configurable Keypad with Engraved Buttons

Master control in every room
Your kids work hard all day to turn on every light in the house. Now you can turn them all off in one
touch, right from your bedside table—or even your smart phone. A “Goodnight” scene turns off all
lights in the house and ensures that exterior lights are turned on to keep unwanted visitors at bay.

If your little ones wake in the middle of the night, smart motion sensors will trigger a path to the
bathroom or kitchen, automatically. Pre-set at 30%, the lighting path will be suitably soft and
sufficient with no need to walk from room to room in order to flip a switch.

Lighting can even be used for an added level of assurance. If you hear a suspicious noise, one
touch of the “Panic” button activates every light in the home while flashing exterior lights.

Customize button backlighting and status LEDs with a wide range of
colors that can indicate whether a light or lighting scene is on or off, if a
garage door is open or closed, or if the security system is armed or not.
Control4® Keypad Dimmer with Engraved Buttons

Control4 solutions work
equally elegantly in homes
from 1 to 100+ years.

A well-lit welcome
Returning home after a long day in the office? How’s this for a warm—and smart—welcome? From
your car, activate a lighting path from the garage to the kitchen so you can focus on carrying in the
groceries instead of fumbling for a light switch or stumbling up a stair.

With the Control4® MyHome app on your iOS or Android device, one touch of the “Entry” button
creates a lighting path into the kitchen and disarms the security system so entry is effortless.
Or while you’re on your way home, use the MyHome app* to ensure your driveway is illuminated
and ready by activating a lighting path from the front gate to the garage.

Simple sconces flanking the door can add enough
light for visitors, while uplighting along posts and
a warm glow from within are even more inviting.

Control the light and shade levels in a single room or throughout
your whole home using a remote control, in-wall touch screen,
portable touch screen, or even your smart phone or tablet.
Control4® MyHome app on Apple iPhone®

*Remote access requires a 4Sight subscription

Easy one-touch entertainment
Your dinner guests are arriving. How about a way to quickly set the mood, giving different areas of
your home unique dimension with varying levels of light to highlight your artwork and furniture?

From a Control4® Portable Touch Screen, simply select “Entertain” to commence the music and
establish the perfect mood lighting in the lounge. Meanwhile, select the “Movie” scene in the
theater to turn off lights around the screen and lower lighting just above the theater seating so your
company can settle in before the film begins.

With Control4, you have the ability to customize and
add new one-touch lighting scenes whenever the mood
strikes, right from your own Control4® touch screen.

Control4® 7” Portable Touch Screen

Illuminate the impossibly fantastic
Beautify the exterior of your home with a magical outdoor environment at evening time. Exterior
lights for pathways, pools, and trees create incredible drama for the ultimate entertainer. Subtle
patios, glittering fountains, and sculptural trees all get a boost from the lighting design of
your dreams.

Using an iPad with MyHome, just ignite the “Magic” in one touch of a button. Or individually
control pool lighting, path lighting and accent lighting for trees and fountains.

Take your lights to a new level of fabulous. Control
them from anywhere in a room or even outside your
home with your favorite connected smart device.
Control4® MyHome app on Apple iPad®

Shades of elegance—and efficiency
Have a room with a beautiful view? With Control4® automation solutions, it’s easy to leverage
natural light to save energy.

Depending on time of day, automated shade control allows the room to be naturally illuminated
during the day, using the sunlight as a source of heat, saving energy, while using overhead and lamp
lighting at night. “Movie” and “Music” buttons can be used to set the perfect lighting, audio and
video settings for instant entertainment. One press dims the lights, lowers the shades, and selects
the correct audio and video settings to commence the movie of your choice.

You choose the size and the number of buttons
(up to seven) on each keypad. And be as creative as
you’d like, dreaming up what they initiate in one touch!
Control4® Configurable Keypad with engraved buttons

Wireless lighting controls

Panelized lighting controls

Control4 offers a full array of lighting products to meet any home and business owner’s needs.

Control4® Panelized Lighting further simplifies lighting control by replacing a bank of light switches
with one elegant keypad.

Control4® Adaptive Phase Dimmer

Control4® Configurable Keypad

Compatible with virtually any load type.

Provides elegant control of lighting scenes,

Supports both forward and reverse

blinds, music and more. An assortment of

phase dimming. Available in 120V, 240V

buttons are included and can be arranged

and 277V versions.

in up to 37 different configurations.

Control4® Forward Phase Dimmer

Control4® Keypad Dimmer

An economical solution for dimming

Combines dimming capabilities of

forward phase loads. Available in

the Adaptive Phase Dimmer with the

120V only.

customization of a Configurable Keypad.

Control4® Square Wired Keypad
Control4® Decora Wired Keypad
Control4 Wired Keypads control lights, scenes, blinds, music and

Available in 120V, 240V and 277V versions.

more. An assortment of buttons are included with each keypad
and can be arranged in up to 37 different configurations.

Control4® 0-10V Dimmer

Control4® Fan Speed Controller

Provides in-wall control of 4-wire 0-10V

Provides quiet fan speed control of

dimmable fluorescent ballasts and LEDs.

standard paddle-type ceiling fans.

Available in 120/277V and 240V versions.

Available in 120V only.

Control4® Switch

Control4® Auxiliary Keypad

On/off control of a variety of load types.

An economical solution for 3-way load

Supports high in-rush loads like fountain

control. Connects directly to compatible

pumps or banks of fluorescent lights.

Control4® Dimmers, Switches, or Fan Speed

Available in 120/277V and 240V versions.

Controllers with existing, in-wall wiring.

Color and finish options
Control4® Wireless and Panelized Lighting Controls are available in a wide variety of colors and finishes.
Gloss

Satin

Metal faceplates

White

Snow White

Satin Nickel

Black

Aluminum

Stainless Steel

Light Almond

Biscuit

Venetian Bronze

Ivory

Midnight Black

Brown

NOTE: Light Almond, Ivory and Brown are not available for all 240V products. UK/Euro Keypads are available only in White and Black.

With Panelized Lighting solutions from Control4, all dimming, switching and load management is performed by
smart lighting modules, tucked away in a panel located in a mechanical room or closet so you can focus entirely
on the beauty and not worry about the brains.

Your Control4 dealer can
design and build your
lighting system to include
the perfect combination
of wireless and panelized
lighting solutions, giving you
the best of both worlds.

Lighting exactly as you like it
Just like every mood and scene you set, how you choose to control the lighting in each room is up
to you. Your Control4 dealer will walk you through every possible configuration to meet your needs.

Custom engraving

Status LEDs

Clearly identifies

Provides visual

each button so you

status of scenes or

know what you’re

devices. RGB LEDs

controlling before

can be changed to

you touch it.

virtually any color.

Backlit buttons
Illuminates

Ambient Light Sensor

engraving for

Automatically adjusts

easy viewing. RGB

backlight and status

backlighting allows

LED brightness

virtually any color to

depending on the

light up each button.

light level of the room.

Your Control4 dealer will get
you started with an assortment
of lighting scenes and dazzling
effects for your home. But after
you have lived with your system
for awhile, you may want to
tweak, customize or even add
scenes on the fly. With Control4
you can—right from your own
touch screen.

Contact an authorized Control4® dealer
Control4 is not a product or technology company. We’re a lifestyle company, inspired by ideas that
promise more comfort, convenience, security, and fun for people just like you!
Our system designers and installers share our vision and passion for excellence. The combination of
their professional expertise and our award-winning solutions offer more comfort, convenience and
control for all.
Find a dealer near you at control4.com/dealer-locator
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